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Stunned Smith and Nelson.

Showing an unbelievable look.

“Resources… Levi Garrison has terrifying resources! We can exchange all Levi
Garrison’s resources and the secret of how he got the resources. We can detoxify
his daughter, and he will definitely agree to exchange all his resources!”

Smith said immediately.

It’s just that the man smiled and said, “We don’t care about his resources! If he
has, we already have it! It’s richer and richer than him! If he doesn’t have it, we
already have it!”

“hiss!!!”

As soon as the words came out.

Smith and Nelson gasped.

This……
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This is too scary!

There is so much confidence to say these words!

Now gods have appeared in all countries, and it is like this.

Can the forces behind it be like this?

Incredible!

There are forces behind War Eagle Nation that have been supporting them all the
time.

Since Smith came into contact with the high-level positions of the Sky Shield
Bureau, he knew that there were forces behind the War Eagle Nation.

It is said that the War Eagle Kingdom was behind it when it was first established.
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It’s just been in the background all the time.

It’s just scary that no matter what era it has gone through, the forces behind it
are always above the world.

The times have changed again and again, and even the environment of this aura
recovery has changed dramatically.

As a result, this force is still above the world.

As soon as this sentence comes out.

They’re going crazy.

They are so calm, they don’t take everything in their eyes at all.

But think about it, Levi Garrison has been looking for a solution for so long, but
he has not found a way to detoxify.

And this organization has a way to detox.

Just think about how amazing it is.

“But I think I can cooperate with Levi Garrison. Who would dislike this kind of
resource?”

Smith smiled.

That’s just your narrow thinking, your vision is just like this!”

“Tell you the truth! We are guarding a super spiritual vein no less than that under
the Antarctic glacier!”

The man said lightly.

“what???”

Hearing this, Smith and the others are going crazy.

It turned out that the forces behind the War Eagle Nation also depended on a
super spiritual vein to survive.

No one thought of this! ! !

At the same time, everyone also wants to understand why the forces behind it
are so terrifying.



The explosion of this super spiritual vein under the Antarctic glacier is enough to
change the entire world.

The original world has been transformed into this.

Howmany “resources” have appeared around the world, and howmany gods
have been created.

However, the forces behind the War Eagle Nation have a super spiritual vein no
less than the Antarctic glaciers.

Therefore, Levi Garrison’s resources are really nothing.

Not a drop in the bucket.

They don’t care at all.

There will be no such cheap ideas as Smith.

Not necessary.

It’s not worth the effort.

No matter how rich your Levi Garrison resources are, the resources you get are
just derivatives of this super spiritual vein under the Antarctic glacier.

To them, it’s no secret at all.

…

Shocked!

Shocking for Smith and Nelson!

Before, they had no concept of the forces behind the War Eagle Nation.

There is no reference to estimate their strength.

Just know it’s powerful.

In particular, the advanced technology of War Eagle Nation is all to support them.

But everything is vague, there is no definite concept.

Now there is a reference object – super spiritual vein.

Only then did they understand how powerful the forces behind this were…



That is absolutely terrifying to the extreme!

It can detoxify this piece, and the powerful strength is evident.

Although it is detoxification, it is a comprehensive manifestation of
multi-faceted strength.

The Sky Shield Bureau has only analyzed several toxins, and others can already
solve them.

This difference is 18,000 miles.

“Levi Garrison, you never thought that your daughter’s poison could be solved,
right?”

Smith laughed.
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Levi Garrison was naturally unexpected.

He is mourning this now.

Where is hope?

can not see it!

Although Levilia was temporarily blocked by the ice bed, there is no way to
unlock it.

Originally, my hope was placed on the town magician of Daxia.

Jiao Tianyu and the others did not search day and night, but now there is no clue
at all.

Did I see it wrong in the first place, and it doesn’t exist at all?

Where can these people hide?
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Anxious, he asked the dark doctor to release a message to the world – the forces
that deceived him of resources quickly surrendered and returned the resources.
Otherwise, let him find out, and he will kill everyone.
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Soon the announcement spread all over the world.

It’s just that everyone started laughing at Levi Garrison.

I just suffered a loss from the Apocalypse Empire, and now I want to threaten the
forces that lied to him.

It’s just a fool’s dream!

The organization of the revenge Hydra also received this message.

Now their team is getting stronger and stronger.

Especially with these resources that have been deceived, their overall strength
can be much stronger.

Seeing the announcement from Levi Garrison, they all laughed.

“Levi Garrison, we not only deceived your resources, we also destroyed the blood
exchange record! We have also stopped it time and time again!”

“Not only before, but also in the future! As long as you don’t seek revenge on
Hydra, we will continue!”

“You still want us to go out and surrender? You think too much! We will only
continue to lie to you!”

…

The organization of the revenge Hydra is extremely arrogant.

War Bear Country after negotiation.

Decided to send messengers to the Apocalypse Empire to talk.

Let’s talk about whether their secret of obtaining Levi Garrison’s resources can
be divided equally.

Or get a piece of the pie.

Outside Tianqi City.

The Titan God of War came as a representative.

A terrifying aura enveloped the entire Apocalypse City.

So strong! This is the strongest among the gods, right? Before our more than 900
gods were not so strong!”



Apocalypse the Great III sighed.

And it’s not just the Titan God of War.

There are also eight gods, who are also terrifyingly strong.

Sure enough, the gods are also graded!

The Titan God of War is that the spiritual energy in the body is almost used to the
extreme.

Finally, Emperor Apocalypse III met with the Titan God of War.

The Titan War God observed it and said with a smile: “Emperor Apocalypse, you
are still low-key, and there is no god around you!”

“Yes, even the entire Apocalypse City has no god! Where have the nearly a
thousand gods of your Apocalypse Empire gone?”

“Not only that, but there are not a single person who is close to the gods and the
gods!”

The Titan God of War was surprised after observing it.

They looked at each other, their first thought—

That is, all the gods of the Apocalypse Empire should go out on a mission.

They felt that this task was inseparable from the secret of Levi Garrison’s
resources.

“This…they’re not around for the time being…”

Emperor Tianqi broke out in cold sweat.

If you let others know, it is very likely that the Apocalypse Empire will be
swallowed directly.

How dare he say that.

Everyone else was shivering.

Just after all the gods were wiped out, the strongest War Bear Kingdom sent
someone.

Can this be stressful?



But in the eyes of the Titan God of War, their nervous appearance was for fear
that they would question Levi Garrison’s secrets of resources.

After all, they will also be nervous when they think in a different position.

Titan War God smiled and said: “We are here for nothing else. We want to ask the
secret of Levi Garrison’s resources! And the question of how the resources will be
developed in the future!”

“Yes, I think with the appetite of the Apocalypse Empire, Levi Garrison’s
resources should not be eaten in one bite, right? We want to provide a little
help!”

The messenger of the War Bear Kingdom speaks loudly.

In fact, it is just running to divide resources.

If I say the purpose directly, it is the secret that I want Levi Garrison’s resources.

However, they are hypocritical and dare not directly express their purpose.

“This……”

Apocalypse the Great III had expected it.

Talking about this topic is nerve-wracking.

“Could it be that Emperor Apocalypse wants to take it all by himself and doesn’t
want to share it?”

The Titan God of War smiled.

Apocalypse the Great III and the high-level executives of the Apocalypse Empire
are running at high speed at this moment.

Now, on this issue, tough rejection is not enough. In case Zhanxiong Nation is
directly angry and starts a war, will they take the lead?

But if they promised them, how would they know the secrets of resources?

wrong!

They know that Levi Garrison’s resources are secret.

Levi Garrison said that his resources come from the first-level forbidden area and
the second-level forbidden area.

But this is only for Levi Garrison.



He can get so many resources from the first-level forbidden area.

Can anyone else?

If the secret is told, who will believe it?

People will only think that they are playing fools!

“Aren’t you going to hide it?”

Titan God of War asked.

“We have all seen Levi Garrison’s ten aircraft transporting resources! As for the
secret of resources, will you let Levi Garrison leave?”

Titan God of War continued to ask.

Apocalypse the Great III smiled and said: “I… I can say that we didn’t get Levi
Garrison’s resources at all! And the secret of his resources was obtained by him in
the first-level forbidden land!”

This is his tentative statement.

But as soon as it came out.
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